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Atlascine + Nunaliit =
Mapping Large Volumes of Stories



Why map stories?

PLACES STORIESMAP
interface

Because STORIES are informative 
geographic databases

Because MAPS are powerful ways of 
navigating and communicating 

stories

https://vimeo.com/246040198#t=75s


Story-mapping challenges

Some places are easier to 
identify and map automatically 

in a story (e.g. proper nouns)

Others are much more difficult to 
identify and map (e.g. common 

nouns)

Places are also difficult to 
characterize (e.g. important 

vs. anecdotal / safe vs. violent). 

“When I left Kigali in December… 1995… I was 
convinced that I would not put one foot in Rwanda. 
This was not my country anymore. I didn’t want to 
have anything to do with this. During my stay I also 
went to Gisenyi, a city that I had known previously, 
where I had some friends, a family that had 
welcomed me … When I went there, all these 
people did not exist anymore.  And it is incredible 
what we feel when we went to a city where we 
have known people, where we have loved people 
and that these people don’t exist anymore. ..”

O G (2011) // From his life story interview collected by the Center 
for Oral History and Digital Storytelling // Concordia University



The original process

Databasification Atlascine

Story Database Map



An example

See more at geomedialab.org 



An interface that will provide a more transparent and interactive 

engagement with both story and map

Next Steps

“When I left Kigali in December… 1995… I was 
convinced that I would not put one foot in Rwanda. 
This was not my country anymore. I didn’t want to 
have anything to do with this. During my stay I also 
went to Gisenyi, a city that I had known previously, 
where I had some friends, a family that had welcomed 
me … When I went there, all these people did not 
exist anymore. And it is incredible what we feel when 
we went to a city where we have known people, 
where we have loved people and that these people 
don’t exist anymore.

Atlascine + Nunaliit

audio/video text map



If you would like to join this project please contact 
us!

sebastien.caquard@concordia.ca ahayes@gcrc.carleton.ca visit 
 

Thank you

mailto:sebastien.caquard@Concordia.ca%20and
mailto:ahayes@gcrc.carleton.ca
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